TWDB develops TERS (storage) and sends to GMA

GMA discusses DFCs

GMA proposes to adopt DFCs*

GMA mails proposed DFCs to GCDs

GCD holds 90-day public comment period

GCD holds public hearing

GCD compiles relevant comments

GMA adopts DFCs*

GMA submits explanatory report and additional documentation to TWDB

TWDB reviews DFC submittal for administrative completeness

TWDB sends GMA notice of administrative completeness

The TWDB has 180 days from the administrative completeness notification date to provide MAG reports

TWDB develops MAGs

TWDB provides MAG reports to GCDs and RWPG chairs

GCD adopts DFCs

Petition to appeal a DFC may be filed with a GCD within 120 days of GCD adoption

GCD holds 90-day public comment period

GCD holds public hearing

GCD compiles relevant comments

GMA adopts DFCs*

GMA submits explanatory report and additional documentation to TWDB

TWDB reviews DFC submittal for administrative completeness

TWDB sends GMA notice of administrative completeness

The TWDB has 180 days from the administrative completeness notification date to provide MAG reports

TWDB develops MAGs

TWDB provides MAG reports to GCDs and RWPG chairs

GCDs receive MAGs and begin updating plans and rules

GMA may opt for TWDB to pre-review DFC materials

*As of July 2017, GMAs must propose to adopt DFCs no later than May 1, 2021 and must finally adopt DFCs no later than January 5, 2022.

For more information, see Texas Water Code Section 36.108 or visit www.twdb.texas.gov/groundwater/dfc/index.asp.